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to act always in obedience to the higher Self. True
Sannyasa does not consist merely in retiring from the
world, but in subduing it to the purposes of the soul.
Pravrttti and Nivritti need not be two different paths
opposed to each other. On the other hand the former
should be a preparation for the latter. Therefore, while
recognising that the aim of the Gita, along with the other
literature of the Epic age, is to correct the over-emphasis
on mere formal Sannyasa, we should not commit the
mistake of thinking that it goes against all Hindu tradition
and exalts mere works above love and knowledge of God.
What then is the true message of the Gita? The
formula at the end of every chapter of the scripture calls
it a Yoga-Sastra. No other formula ancient or modern
can indicate the scope of the Gita better than this. For
the Gita is a gospel of spiritual life in all its phases. In
a hundred different ways it points out the increasing happi-
ness of Yoga or union with God gained through service,
love and knowledge, and the increasing misery of Kama
or mere self-centred desire. The soul which is of divine
origin can have peace and rest only in a world of Spirit,
where there are harmony, permanence and freedom, and
ndt in this world which is full of strife and change and
bondage. The path of Yoga leads us into that spiritual
world while we are still remaining in this, whereas the
path of desire leads us only round and round this world.
In other words, when a man eradicates his desires based
on the delusive notion of a separate self and trains his
heart to flow out in love and sympathy towards all beings,
and looks upon the faithful discharge of his duties as
the highest form of worship of God, he treads the path
of light which leads him to his true home. On the other
hand, if he cherishes his desires and hugs the delusion

